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A THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF INTERNAL-
COMBUSTION ENGINE CYCLES

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Objects of Investigation.-In the theoretical analysis of the cycle
of an internal combustion engine three degrees of approximation may
be observed. The simplest and crudest system of analysis gives the
so-called "air standard," which is still used in estimating the efficiencies
of engines. In this analysis it is assumed that the medium throughout
the cycle is air, or, at least, a gas having the same properties as air.
During the combustion phase the air is supposed to receive an amount
of heat equal to the heat of combustion of the fuel. Usually the specific
heat of the air is taken as a constant. The air standard efficiency
deduced from this analysis can hardly be regarded as an approxima-
tion; it is always from 10 to 25 per cent higher than the efficiency
obtained from more accurate analyses.

In the second system of analysis the properties of the actual gas
mixtures are used. It is recognized that the medium compressed is a
mixture of fuel and air, and the medium undergoing adiabatic expansion
after combustion is an entirely different mixture, having different prop-
erties. In this analysis, however, it is assumed that combustion is
complete before adiabatic expansion begins.

It is now well known that at the maximum pressure and tempera-
ture attained in the cycle the combustion is not complete, and that
through the dissociation of the products CO2 and HO as the tempera-
ture rises above 2500 deg. F. there will be unburned CO and H2 in the
mixture at the beginning of adiabatic expansion. As the temperature
falls during expansion the combustion continues until at the end of the
expansion it is practically complete. The third system of analysis takes
account of these phenomena. By the method outlined in Bulletin No.
139* the maximum temperature, taking account of dissociation and
chemical equilibrium, may be calculated; then, as shown in a later
section of the present bulletin, the conditions of adiabatic expansion
accompanied by combustion of the unburned CO and H 2 are established,
and the temperature at the end of expansion is determined.

It is the principal object of this investigation to apply this accurate
system of analysis to the two leading cycles of the internal combustion
engine, and to obtain thereby accurate values for ideal efficiencies under

*"An Investigation of the Maximum Temperatures and Pressures Attainable in the Com-
bustion of Gaseous and Liquid Fuels," Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bul. 139, 1924.
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various conditions. A secondary object is the comparison of the
efficiencies obtainable for various liquid fuels.

2. Acknowledgments.-Credit is due MR. GEORGE T. FELBECK for
a considerable amount of the preliminary work in the preparation of
this bulletin. MR. FELBECK outlined the methods to be pursued in the
analysis of the various cycles and developed the analysis of the adiabatic
expansion with combustion still proceeding. His assistance is gratefully
acknowledged. The assistance of MR. ALBERT E. HERSHEY, in offer-
ing various suggestions, is also acknowledged.

II. DEFINITIONS AND THERMODYNAMIC LAWS

3. Gas Mixtures.-For convenience of reference a condensed state-
ment of the principal laws of gases is here given. For a more complete
exposition the reader is referred to Bulletin No. 139.

The unit of weight is taken as the mol, which is the weight in pounds
indicated by the molecular weight. Thus 1 mol of oxygen (02) = 32 lb.,
1 mol of CO 2 = 44 lb., etc. With a pressure of 14.7 lb. per sq. in. and a
temperature of 32 deg. F., 1 mol of any gas has the volume 358.7 cu. ft.;
for 62 deg. F. the volume is 380.6 cu. ft.

Denoting by v the volume of 1 mol in cubic feet, the equation of a
perfect gas is

pv = RT

where R = 1544, with p in lb. per sq. ft., and T absolute temperature
1

Fahrenheit. The product AR = 77 X 1544 = 1.985 is of frequent
778

occurrence.
The volume composition of a gas mixture is also a mol composition.

Thus the composition
CO2 = 0.30
H 20 = 0.20
N2 = 0.50

1.00

signifies that if the CO2 is separated from the mixture its volume at the
same pressure will be 30 per cent of the volume of the original mixture.
It also signifies that 1 mol of the mixture contains 0.3 mol of C0 2, 0.2
mol of HO2 , etc.

The total pressure of the mixture is the sum of the partial pressures
of the constituents,

P = P + P + P2 + *.......
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and the partial pressures are respectively proportional to the number
of mols of the constituents; thus

pi : P2: * : * ....... = n : n2 : n3 : * *

4. Specific Heats.-The specific heat of a gas is a function of the
temperature, usually a second degree function. Thus for constant
pressure, and constant volume, respectively,

,p = a + bT + cT 2

7, = a' + bT + cT 2

and 7y - 7, = a - a' = AR = 1.985

Expressions for the specific heats of a number of gases are given in
Bulletin No. 139, p. 106.

5. Energy, Thermal Potential, and Entropy.-The energy of 1 mol
of a gas is given by the expression

u = fv dT + uo

The energy of a mixture of gases is the sum of the energies of the indi-
vidual constituents:

U = ni-,f dT+ n2f y, dT + ...... + ni U, n 2uo + .....

From the definition of thermal potential
i = u + Apv = u + ART

i = f 7- dT + u

and for a mixture

I = nif y, dT + n fy,, dT + ..... niuo, + n2 o +. . . . .

The entropy of 1 mol of gas is

s = yp -T - AR loge p + sof dT

The symbol h is used to denote the sum

± dT
T 7p + so

then
s = h - AR log, p

For a gas mixture

S = nhis + n 2s 2 + * * *
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6. Heats of Combustion.-For combustion at constant volume

H, = U1 - U

and for combustion at constant pressure

H, = It - I2

The subscript 1 refers to the initial mixture of fuel and air, the subscript
2 to the mixture of products. Thus for the reaction

H 2 + 2202 = H20

Hv = UH, + Y2 U0, - UH2O

The initial and final temperatures must be the same.
The following notation will be employed frequently:

In = z Inuo = Ho  Inc = a"'
Inu = H, Ina = o' Inso = k
Ini = H, Inb = a" Inh = X

In the formation of these sums the number of mols n is taken from the
reaction equation; the products belonging to the constituents in the
fuel mixture are given the positive sign, those belonging to the con-
stituents in the mixture of products the negative sign. For example,
consider the reaction

C 2H 4 + 302 = 2C0 2 + 2H 20

I' = Zna = aC2H, + 3ao - 2aco, - 2 aH2o ; Z = 1 + 3 - 2 - 2 = 0

The difference between the heats of combustion H, and H, is

Hp - H, = zART
Also

H, = Ho + T (a' + 1
2 "a T + 1a'" T 2)

H, = Ho + T (a' - zAR + Ya" T + "'" T2)

7. Energy Equation Applied to a Chemical Reaction.-When an
amount dx of a constituent is transformed the work obtained is the
product Xdx, and X is regarded as the driving force of the reaction.
With several reactions proceeding simultaneously the work is

dW = Xidxi + X2dx2 + X3 dx3 +.....

If there is a change of volume during the process the element pdV must
be included.

The energy equation for the process is, therefore,

dQ = dU+ dx + Xlddx + X ...... + ApdV
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8. Thermodynamic Potentials.-By the introduction of the potential
functions

F, = U - TS
F, = U- TS + ApV = I - TS

along with the relation dQ = TdS, the following equations are obtained
from the energy equation:*

- dF, = Xidxl + X 2dx + ..... + ApdV
- dF, = Xldx1 + X 2dx2 +..... - AVdp

These equations are valid for isothermal processes only.
9. Chemical Equilibrium.-The conditions of equilibrium for any

thermodynamic system are the following:

(1) With T and V constant
F, is a minimum, dF, = 0

(2) With T and p constant
F, is a minimum, dF, = 0

The application of these conditionsto a gas reaction gives an equilibrium
equation of the general form

Ho
ARlogeK, = T - o'log. T - Y a"T -- zy"'T 2 - (k - a')

In this equation the symbol K, applies to a function of the partial
pressures of the constituents when the gas mixture is in equilibrium.
The function is given by the equation

log, K, = - In loge p

Thus for the reaction H, + 2 02 = H 20

loge K, = - log, PH, - 1 log, Po, + log, PH2o
vhence

PH2 O2

for the reaction

CH 4 + 202 = CO 2 + 2H 20

Pco, P, 2o
PCH, P6,

*"An Investigation of the Maximum Temperatures and Pressures Attainable in the Com-
bustion of Gaseous and Liquid Fuels." Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bul. 139, p. 23.
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Three equilibrium equations are required for the analysis of the cycles
of internal combustion engines:

(1) For the reaction H 2 + 1Y 02 = H 20

102820
AR log, Kp = - 1.135 loge T - 0.4713 10- 3 T

+ 0.0605.10-6 T2 -2.3

(2) For the reaction CO + Y 02 = CO2

120930
AR log, K, = T - 3.245 loge T + 1.95 10- 3 T - 0.13.10- 6 T2 +0.6

(3) For the water-gas reaction H2 + CO 2 = H 20 + CO

18110
AR log K, - T1  + 2.11 log T - 2.4213.10- 3 T

+ 0.1905.10- 6 T 2 - 2.9

Values of logio K, for the first two of these three reactions are given in
Tables 30 and 31, and values of K, for the third in Table 32, Bulletin
No. 139 (pp. 144-149).

III. OTTO AND DIESEL CYCLES

10. Description of Otto Cycle: Assumptions.-The indicator diagram
of the ideal Otto engine is shown in Fig. 1. The line 0-1 indicates the
entrance of the charge of fuel and air during the first stroke, the
curve 1-2 the compression of this charge on the return stroke. The
line 2-3 represents the rise of pressure at constant volume when the
charge is ignited and the fuel is burned, and the curve 3-4 the expan-
sion of the products of combustion. At point 4 the exhaust valve
opens and the products pass out of the cylinder into the exhaust. The

p

a

FIG. 1. INDICATOR DIAGRAM OF

IDEAL OTTO CYCLE
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FIG. 2. T-S DIAGRAM OF IDEAL OTTO CYCLE

line 4-1 does not represent a change of state; what occurs at release
will be discussed in the next section. On the fourth stroke part of the
gas mixture remaining in the cylinder is pushed through the exhaust
valve; some of the mixture, however, remains in the clearance space and
is mixed with the incoming charge.

To simplify the analysis certain conditions are assumed for this
ideal cycle:

(1) that the pressure of the mixture during the suction stroke and
also during the exhaust stroke is the pressure of the atmosphere, and
hence the ideal cycle shows no "pumping loss;"

(2) that all the operations of the cycle are adiabatic, and that
there is no loss of heat to the external surroundings;

(3) that the combustion is at constant volume, that is, line 2-3 is
vertical;

(4) that in the case of a liquid fuel, the fuel is completely vaporized
before entering the cylinder.

11. Analysis of Otto Cycle.-An accurate analysis of the Otto cycle
requires a careful study of all the changes of state of the medium; and
for this purpose a representation of the cycle on the T-S plane is useful.
In Fig. 2, point 1 represents the state of the fuel mixture at temperature
T 1 just at the beginning of adiabatic compression. The vertical line 1-2
represents the adiabatic compression of this mixture, and curve 2-3
represents the change of state during combustion. The vertical line
3-4 represents the adiabatic expansion of the mixture of products. At
point 4 the exhaust valve opens and the products of combustion sweep
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out into the atmosphere. This irreversible process is accompanied by an
increase of entropy and point 5 represents the state of the products
mixture at the end of the process. Finally the constant-pressure curve
5-6 represents the cooling of the products from temperature T5 to the
initial temperature T 1.

It will be observed that the cycle is not closed; the initial point 1
represents the state of the initial mixture at temperature T 1 and atmos-
pheric pressure, while point 6 represents the mixture of products at the
same pressure and temperature. The following equalities may be
noted:

T 6 = Ti

P6 = p5 = Pi = Pa, atmospheric pressure
V 4 = V 1

V 2 = V3 = clearance volume

Referring to Fig. 1, it is seen that the process represented by 4-1 does not
involve any work so far as the engine is concerned. Hence (W) the work
of the cycle is that obtained in the three changes of state 1-2, 2-3,
3-4. We have then

(W) = IW2 + 2W3 + 3W4

and since these changes are all adiabatic

A(W) = U 1 - U 4  (1)

The process 4-5 may also be regarded as adiabatic, but in the constant
pressure change 5-6 heat is rejected to the atmosphere. Thus

5sQ = 16 - 15
(2)

or -s5Q = 15 - 16

To determine state 5 the energy equation is applied to the change of state
4-5. The work done when the volume is increased from V 4 to V5 against
the pressure pa is Apa (V5 - V 4) and the change of energy is Us - U 4.
Assuming that the process is adiabatic, the heat equivalent of the work
done is equal to the decrease of energy, or

Apa(Vs - V 4) = U 4 - Us
whence

U4 + ApaV4 = U + ApaVs = Is (3)

Substituting this expression in (2)

- sQe = U 4 + ApaV4 - Is
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Equation (1) gives the work of the cycle A(W) and equation (4) gives
the heat rejected. The sum of these, as in all heat engine cycles, is the
energy supplied. This sum is

A(W) - 506 = (U 1 - U4 ) + (U 4 + ApaV 4 - 16)

= U + ApV 4 - 16  (5)
Since

V4 = V 1 , ApaV4 = ApaVi

and U1 + ApaVi = I1

Hence
A(W) - 5Q = I - 16 (6)

At point 6 the temperature of the products mixture is the initial tem-
perature T1, and the temperature is so low that the combustion is com-
plete. The difference I, - I6 is, therefore, the heat of combustion Hp
of the fuel at constant pressure and at temperature Ti. It is interesting
to note that while the combustion process 2-3 is at constant volume,
nevertheless, the energy supplied must be taken as Hp, the heat of com-
bustion at constant pressure. The truth of this statement is evident
from the following considerations: the initial state of the mixture is
represented by point 1, the final state of the products by point 6, and
during the passage from 1 to 6 directly along the isothermal 1-6 the heat
H , is developed. No matter what series of processes intervenes between
states 1 and 6, H, is the energy supplied.

If the chemical energy of the fuel could be transformed directly
into electrical energy at constant temperature T 1, then the heat rejected
would be T 1 (S 6 - Si) represented by the area under 1-6. This heat
is from 1 to 10 per cent of H , , depending on the properties of the fuel.
With the Otto cycle the heat that must be rejected is represented by the
much larger area under 5-6.

The ideal efficiency of the cycle is the ratio of A (W), the heat
equivalent of the work, and H , the energy supplied.

That is
A(W)

7 - H (7)

12. Diesel Cycle: Assumptions.-The indicator diagram of the ideal
Diesel engine is shown in Fig. 3. The line 0-1 indicates the entrance of
the air during the first stroke, the curve 1-2 the compression of this air
on the return stroke. At 2 the fuel is forced into the cylinder and due
to the high temperature of the compressed air it ignites. The supply of
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S2

FIG. 3. INDICATOR DIAGRAM OF

IDEAL DIESEL CYCLE

fuel continues as the piston moves back, causing a combustion at
constant pressure. The curve 3-4 represents the adiabatic expansion
of the products of combustion. At point 4 the exhaust valve opens and
the products pass out of the cylinder. On the fourth stroke part of the
gas mixture is pushed through the exhaust valve; some of the mixture,
however, remains in the clearance space and is mixed with the incoming
air.

To simplify the analysis certain conditions are assumed for the
ideal cycle:

(1) that the pressure of the air during the suction stroke and also
that of the products during the exhaust stroke is the pressure of the
atmosphere, or in other words there is no "pumping loss;"

(2) that all the operations of the cycle are adiabatic;
(3) that the combustion of the fuel is at constant pressure, that is,

the line 2-3 is horizontal;
(4) that in the case of liquid fuel, the fuel is completely vaporized

before entering the cylinder;
(5) that the fuel is injected into the cylinder without admixture of

compressed air, and that it enters the cylinder at the temperature T 1.

13. Analysis of Diesel Cycle.-The analysis follows very closely the
analysis of the Otto cycle. The temperature-entropy diagram has the
same general appearance as that for the Otto cycle, Fig. 2.

The energy Ui of the air in the initial state 1 is supplemented by the
energy brought in by the oil during the operation 2-3. The energy of
1 mol of oil at temperature T 1 may be denoted by u,'. To this must be
added the equivalent of the work of forcing the oil into the cylinder,
and the sum is simply the thermal potential ii'. For the adiabatic cycle,
the work is given by the equation

I/

0V
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A(W) = U + ii' - U 4  (8)

As in the Otto cycle, the heat rejected is

- 5Q6 = U 4 + ApaVi - Ie (9)

and the sum of the two is

A(W) - sQ6 = U 1 + i 1' + ApV1 - Is
= 1i + ii' - 16  (10)

Again, this expression is that for H,, the heat of combustion at constant
pressure of 1 mol of the oil.

The expression for .efficiency is the same as for the Otto cycle;
that is,

A(W)
-n H H (11)

Hp

14. System of Calculation.-In the expression for the work of the
cycle, namely, A(W) = U1 - U4, the value of the energy Ui is known
from the initial conditions. (In the case of the Diesel cycle the sum
Ui + ii' is known.) The evaluation of U4 requires a knowledge of the
temperature T 4 and the composition of the gas in state 4. The calcu-
lation of T 4 and the composition at state 4 involves the following steps:

(1) The initial mixture is determined, taking account of the effect
of the exhaust gas remaining in the clearance space.

(2) Temperature T 2 and pressure p2 at the end of adiabatic compres-
sion are determined.

(3) Taking into consideration the combustion process 2-3, the
maximum temperature T 3 and the corresponding pressure p 3 are de-
termined. The effect of dissociation must be taken into account. In
the case of the Diesel cycle, the relation between the volumes V 2 and V 3
must receive attention.

(4) Temperature T 4 is determined for the adiabatic expansion 3-4;
at the same time the composition at the state 4 is found.

(5) Having the conditions at point 4, the energy U4 is found, and
from this, the work A (W) and the efficiency of the cycle.

These five steps will be considered in detail in the following sections.
15. Initial Mixture.-In the operation of the actual engine some of

the exhaust gas remains in the clearance space and mixes with the
incoming fresh charge. The temperature of the exhaust gas that passes
from the cylinder is T5 (Fig. 2) and is lower than the temperature T 4
at release. However, this drop of temperature does not reach to the
gas remaining in the clearance; while the temperature of the trapped
gas may be a little lower than T 4 it is probably nearer T 4 than Ts.
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In the estimation of the initial mixture it is assumed, therefore, that the
temperature of the gas in the clearance space is T 4 and that the pressure
is atmospheric. This gas mixes with the charge which is at temperature
Ta and atmospheric pressure; and the resulting mixture is required.

Let Vc = clearance volume
V = total cylinder volume including clearance
V
V- r, the ratio of the volumes

ni = number of mols of entering charge of fuel and air
nc = number of mols of gas in clearance space
Ti = final temperature after mixing

The gas equation applied to the gas in the clearance space is

paV = ncRT4

Applied to the final mixture, it is

paV = (nl + n.) RT 1

Therefore,
V ni + nc Ti

Vc n, T4

or

-ni T(12)
n, Ti

Since the mixing process is at constant pressure, the thermal potential
i is constant, and the equation that represents the interchange of heat
is

nl (T 1 - Ta) 7,' = n, (T 4 - T 1) '," (13)

in which yp' denotes the mean specific heat of the fresh charge, and
-y," the mean specific heat of the exhaust gas. Taking p,"/'p' = 3, the
equation becomes

nl T4- T1
-= (14)

n, T 1 - Ta

From the two equations (12) and (14) the unknowns n, and T1 may be
determined.

At the beginning of the calculation the temperature T 4 is unknown.
A probable value is assumed and values of nc and T 1 are obtained. If
the value of T 4 ultimately found differs considerably from the assumed
value, the calculation may be repeated.
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16. Adiabatic Compression.-The initial mixture consists of
ni = ni + n, mols at temperature Ti and volume V. This is compressed
adiabatically, as shown by curve 1-2, Fig. 1, to a volume V2(= V)).
The temperature T 2 and pressure p2 at the end of compression are re-
quired.

The basic equations for the process are the following:

0 = dQ = dU + ApdV
dU = YrdT = (a' + bT + cT 2) dT

pV = niRT

The elimination of p between these equations gives at once the equation

(a' +b cTdT + nAR = 0 (15)
T V

and integration between limits T 1, Vi and T 2, V2 gives the desired re-
lation

a' log, + b(T 2 - T1) + ) 2c (T - T2) = niAR loge

(16)= niAR loge r
Let

a' log, T + bT + 1 cT 2 =

then equation (16) may be written

(2 - $1 = 4.571 ni loglo r (17)

(Since 2.3026 AR = 2.3026 X 1.985 = 4.571)
Tables of the values of the function 0 for various temperatures have

been calculated. Each constituent, as H2, CO, H20, etc., has its series
of values. Hence, at the known temperature T 1 the value of 4 of the
initial mixture is

1D = n1+1 +- n22 + ...... .. . (18)

Several probable values of the temperature T 2 are assumed and the
corresponding values of 12 are calculated. The value of T 2 for which
equation (17) is satisfied is the temperature at the end of compression.

The pressure p2 at the end of compression is deduced from the two
equations

piVi = niRT1
p2V2 = niRT2

whence
T, V1 T,

p2 =p1 V 1 - lr• (19)
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17. Combustion Process (Otto Cycle).-The line 2-3, Fig. 1, repre-
sents the combustion of the fuel at constant volume. In the ideal case
the process is also adiabatic, that is, no heat is transmitted from the
medium during the process of combustion. It is assumed that when
state 3 is reached the gas mixture is in equilibrium. The subscript i
Was used to indicate the initial condition, that is, at point 2; similarly,
the subscript e will indicate the equilibrium state, and the subscript p
a hypothetical state of complete combustion.

The initial mixture being known, the mixture of the products of
complete combustion is readily found. The composition of this mixture
may be as follows:

CO2 = nl mols
H2O = n 2 mols (
02 = n,' mols (a)
N 2  = n" mols J

Total n, mols

It is assumed that at least sufficient oxygen for complete combustion
is supplied. Then in the preceding composition n,' denotes the excess
oxygen. The mixture at equilibrium will contain unburned CO and H 2.
Denoting by x and y, respectively, the parts of CO and H 2 consumed, the
equilibrium mixture has the composition

CO2 = nix
CO = ni(1 - x)
HO2 = n2y
H 2  = n(1 - y) (b)
02 = n,'
N 2  = n"

Total n,

It is convenient to assume the following hypothetical processes:
(1) The fuel mixture is completely burned, giving the final com-

position (a).
(2) Then the part 1 - x of the CO 2 and the part 1 - y of the H2O

are dissociated. The result is the equilibrium mixture (b).
The following relations are readily found:

n, = n, + Y2 n (1-x) + Y 2n2 (1--y) = n, - /2nix - Any) (20)
n' = n' + Y2n (1 -x) + Y 2n 2 (1 -y) = n' - Y2 nix - y2 n 2y

where n. = np + 1 2 nl + Y2 n2
n', = np + Ynl + 2n 2
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The state of the mixture in equilibrium at the maximum temperature
(the state represented by point 3, Fig. 1) is specified by three variables:
x, y, and Te, the temperature at equilibrium. To determine these three
unknowns, three equations are required. A full discussion of these
equations and of the methods of using them is given in Bulletin No. 139,
Chapter IV. The following is a brief summary:

The first of the required equations is deduced from the energy
relations involved. Conceive that the initial mixture is completely
burned at the initial temperature (T 2 in this case) and that the heat
thus developed is used (1) to dissociate the part (1-x) of COs and the
part (l-y) of H 20, and (2) to raise the temperature of the resulting
mixture having the composition (b) from the temperature T 2 to the
equilibrium temperature Te.

Let Hm denote the heat of combustion of the fuel mixture, Hco and
HH2 the heats of combustion of CO and H2, respectively, all three at
constant volume and at temperature T 2. Also let U' denote the energy
of the equilibrium mixture (b) at temperature T 2 and U" the energy
of the same mixture at the equilibrium temperature Te. Then the energy
equation is

Hm = n (1 - x) Hco + n2 (1 - y) HH + U" - U' (21)

The energy difference U" - U' may be expressed as follows: Let Au
denote the increase of energy of 1 mol of a constituent when the tem-
perature increases from T 2 to Te. Then taking the constituents from
composition (b)

U" - U'= nlxAuco, + nl (1 - x) Auco + n 2yuH2o + n2 (1 - y) Au,
+ n'euo, + n"AUN, (22)

The three diatomic gases O2, N 2, and CO, having the same energy per
mol, may be included in one term; thus

[nl(1 - x) + n', + n"']AUD

It is evident that x and y appear in the first degree only, and the equation
(21) may ultimately be reduced to the form

y = b - ax (23)

The expressions for the constants a and b are the following:

R/_ -A Au _ -J _
a - - co, ,- -o

n2HH, 1 f n 2LUH, - n 2 L1UH 0 -- +Y/2lXlUD
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b (n' + nl + n") AuD + n2uH nlHo + n2HH - H (25)
n2H 2 + n 2 uH2 - n2AuH20 + y2n2 /UD

The values of the constants a and b will, of course, vary with the assumed
value of the temperature Te.

The condition of equilibrium at temperature Te gives the two
equations

Pco x ne
Kp(co) = Po = _-- (26)

PcoPo, 1-xyn'p

pH2O _ y f-eK,(H2) = PH - Y n (27)
PsPo, l-y- nip

in which P denotes the pressure of the mixture. The unknown pressure
is eliminated through the equations

PV = n,RT,
P 2V = niRT2

from which
n ni T 2  (2
P~P- ( 28 )

P P2 Te

Equation (26) thus becomes

_x JmTz 1
Kp(co) = 1---x n2

or more conveniently

niT2log KP(co) + Y log T, = log x - log (1- x) + Y log - 0log n.
P2 (29)

A combination of equations (26) and (27) gives the equilibrium constant
for the water-gas reaction; thus

y (1 - x)Kp(w.g.) x (1 - y) c (30)

The elimination of y between equations (23) and (30) gives the quadratic

a (c - 1)x2 + [a + b - c (b - 1)]x - b = 0

and the solution of this is

c (b - 1)- (a + b) ± [c (b - 1) - (a + b) ] + 4ab (c - 1) (31)
2a (c - 1)
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The calculation proceeds along the following lines: Several probable
values of Te (= T 3) are chosen, as 4500 deg., 4600 deg., 4700 deg. For
each of these temperatures the constants a and b are calculated from
equations (24) and (25), and for each the constant c is known. Then
from equations (31) and (23) values of x and y for these assumed tem-
peratures are calculated. In this way simultaneous values of Te, x, y
that will satisfy equations (23) and (30) are obtained. There remains
the satisfaction of equation (29). The simultaneous values of x and y
are substituted in the second member of (29) and thus give the values
of a function R (x, y). The corresponding values of Te are substituted
in the first member of (29) thus giving the values of a function L(T).
The curves representing these two functions are plotted, and the inter-
section gives the required value of Te and the corresponding values of
x and y.

The details of the calculation are shown in the illustrative ex-
ample, p 32.

18. Combustion Process (Diesel Cycle).-In the Diesel cycle the
combustion is at constant pressure. The procedure outlined in the
preceding article will be modified slightly as follows:

In the energy equation (21) Hm, HCo, HH2 will be taken as the heats
of combustion at constant pressure and at temperature T 2; and the
difference U" - U' will be replaced by I" - I'. Also in equation (22)
the Au's will be replaced by Ai's. Since the pressure is constant,
equations (26) and (27) are applicable as they stand. Equation (29)
may be written in the form

log K,(co) = log x - log (1 - x) + Y2 log n. - V log n' - Y2 log P (32)

Save for the preceding changes the procedure is exactly the same as for
the Otto cycle.

In the case of the Otto cycle volumes V3 and V2 are equal; but in
the case of the Diesel cycle volume V 3 is different from V 2 and must be
known in order that the adiabatic process 3-4 may be calculated. From
the gas equation

pV2 = n2 RT2
pVs = n 3RT3

Hence

n T3
V3 = V2 (33)

n2 T2

In these equations n2 is the number of mols of initial air and n3 the num-
ber of mols in state 3, that is, ne in composition (b).
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19. Adiabatic Expansion.-During the adiabatic expansion from the
equilibrium temperature and pressure to the final temperature and pres-
sure at the end of the stroke, it is assumed that the mixture is continually
in equilibrium. On this assumption the reaction is reversible and further
combustion of H 2 and CO does not give an increase of entropy. Under
these conditions the entropy of the mixture remains constant through-
out the expansion.

The deduction of the equation of the adiabatic involves tedious
algebraic manipulation, but some labor may be saved by a careful
arrangement of the notation employed. In the first place consider two
compositions: (a) the composition of products on the assumption that
combustion is complete; (b) the composition of the equilibrium mixture,
which is obtained from the first mixture by dissociation of some of the
CO2 and H0O.

(a) (b)
Products of Complete Mixture at Equilibrium

Combustion
CO2  nl CO2  nix
HzO n 2  CO ni(1 - x)

02 n', HO2  n2y
N 2  n" H 2  n2 (1 - y)

02 n', + ni (1 - x) +
n, Y2 n2 (1 - y) = n'e

N2 n"

ne

As in equation (20)

n' = n'+ ynl + n 2 ; n, = n, + 1 i2l + 1 2 n 2

then
n' = n'. - Y2n x - Yn2 y ; n, = n 1, - "nx - y•ny

Now taking the expression h - AR log, p for the entropy of 1 mol
of a gas (see p. 9) the entropy of the equilibrium mixture may be
determined as the sum of the entropies of the constituents. The total
entropy S may be taken as the sum of two parts S' and S", of which
the first is contributed by the terms involving the h's and the second
by the terms of the form AR log, p. These parts are evaluated separ-
ately.

S' = nlxhco, + ni(1 -x)hco + n 2yhH2o + n2 (1 - y)hH,
+ (n' - •2nix - Y2 n2y)ho2 + n"hN,
= nlhco + n 2h, + n'ho, + n"hN
- nlx(hco + •2 ho, - hco,) - n2y(hH2 + 2 ho0 - hH2o)
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By an obvious transformation

S' = nl(hco + Y2 ho - hco,) + n2(hH2 + 1/h - hH2O) + n lhco,
+ n 2hH.o + (n' - •2 n - •2 n 2) ho, + n"hy, - nix(hco + Y2ho
- hco0 ) - n2y(hH2 + - 2ho, - hH2o)

But

hco + Y2 ho2 - hco0 = Xco; hH2 + Y2 ho2 - hHO = XH

Therefore, finally

S' = nihco, + n 2hH20 + n'ho0 + n"hN2 + ni(1 - x))co + n 2(1 - y)XH,
(34)

It should be observed that the first four terms of this expression involve
precisely the factors in the composition (1) resulting from complete
combustion.

For the part S" the following expression is deduced from mix-
ture (2).

S" = - AR [nix log, Pco, + ni(1 - x) log, Pco + n 2y log, PHOo
+ n2 (1 - y) log , PH + (n. - •2 nix - Y2 n2y) log, Po, (35)
+ n" loge N, ]

The partial pressures Pco and pH2 are eliminated by means of
the relations

Kp() Pco- 2 _ PKp()

PPcoP0, PH2P•

from which

loge Pco = loge Pco, -_ log, Po, - log, Kp(co) 1(36)
log, PH, = log, PH20 - 1Y lg 2 -P lg K,(H1 ) J

The substitution of these expressions in equation (35) gives the equation

S" = - AR [ni log, Pco, + n2 log, PH2O + n log, Po, + n" log, PN,
- ni (1 - x) log, Kp(co) - n 2 (1 - y) log, Kp(H,)] (37)

The four partial pressures involved are given by mixture (2); thus

n ix n y
Pco, = - P, PH = - P, etc.

n, n,

in which P is the varying pressure of the mixture and n, the varying
number of mols during the adiabatic expansion. From the gas equation
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PV = nRT
or

P RT

n, V

Hence

nl loge Pco, + n2 l PH nlog o log pH p le P " e PN,

= p log, + ni log x + n2 loge y + n, loge n' + ni loge nl

+ n 2 log, n 2 + n" loge n"
T

= nplog, nlogex + n2 loge y + n log n' + C (38)

Combining the results given by equations (34), (37), and (38), the
following expression is obtained for the entropy of the mixture:

S = ni hco, + n2hHo2 + n'p ho, + n"hN2 - ARnp loge T

+ n 1 (1 - z) (Xco+ ARloge Kpco)) + n 2 ( H2 + ARlogKp(H2 )

+ ARnp log, V - AR [n, loge x + n2 log, y + n' log, n'] + C' (39)

The first line of the second member may be reduced as follows: The
function h (p. 9) is defined by the equation

h fydT+ so
TJ

and with
, = a + bT + cT 2

h = a log, T + bT + 2 cT 2 +'so (40)

A second function 4 is defined as follows (p. 19):

€ = a' log, T + bT + / 2 cT 2

Hence
h = 4 + (a - a') log, T + so

= 0 + AR log, T + so (41)

Therefore, the first line of equation (39) reduces to

nl oco,2 + %0H1O + nz O 02 + n"N 2 + fnso

and Znso is a constant that may be merged in the constant C'.

A further reduction of equation (39) is possible. Since the mixture
is in equilibrium during the adiabatic expansion, the conditions of
equilibrium (Bulletin No. 139, p. 30) impose the relations
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Xco + AR log, Kp(co) = T (42)
T

XH2 + AR log, K(H 2) =H (43)

Making the changes in equation (39) the final equation for the entropy
of the mixture is

S = n14 co2 + n20H20 + nfo 0 + n" N2 + nil(1 - HP )
TT

+ n2 (1 - y)HH - AR [n log, x + n2 log, y + n' log, n'
T

- np log, V] + C" (44)

This equation enables one to calculate the temperature of the
mixture of products at the end of the adiabatic expansion. Taking Ta
as the temperature at the point of maximum temperature and T 4 as the:
temperature at the end of expansion, the procedure is as follows:

The conditions at point 3, namely, T3, x3, y3 have been determined'
by the methods of the preceding section. For the temperature T 3 the
heats of combustion H,(co) and Hp(Ha) are known. Consequently, the
value of S from equation (44) can be calculated. The constant C"'

is, of course, omitted since it is the same at both points.
Now several probable values of T 4 are assumed. The values of x4,

Y4 are unknown, but Y4 is very nearly equal to 1. For each assumed
T 4 values of x 4 and y4 are so determined that the equilibrium conditions
are satisfied. Then for each T 4 all the elements required for the calcu-
lation of S from equation (44) are present. The value of T 4 for which
S3 = S 4 is the value sought. This may be obtained by interpolation or
by the intersection of curves.

The details of the calculation are shown in the illustrative problem,
p. 33.

20. Expression for Work.-From the general equation (1) of Sec-
tion 11 the work of the Otto cycle is the difference of energy U1 - U 4.
But the energy U4 is partly thermal energy and partly chemical energy
of the parts (1 - x4) of CO and (1 - y4) of H 2 still unburned. Further-
more, if part of the constituents are still unburned the number of mols
of the products in state 4 is different from the number n, for complete
combustion.

Let the symbol U with a system of double subscripts denote the
energy of a mixture for various assumed states. Thus
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U, = energy of initial mixture at temperature T 1
Up, = energy of mixture of products of complete combustion at

temperature T 1

U, = energy of mixture of products of complete combustion
at temperature T 4

U4 = energy of actual mixture at state 4
Now

A (W) = Us, - U 4 = (Us - U p, ) - (U 4 - Up) - (Up, - Up,) (45)

The first quantity in parenthesis is the heat of combustion H, at constant
volume and at the temperature T 1. The second is the difference between
the energy of the products in the state 4 and the energy of the products
at the same temperature T 4 if the combustion were complete; it is there-
fore the chemical energy of the unburned CO and H 2. Hence

U 4 - Up = ni (1 - x) Hv(co) + n2 (1 - y) HV(H2) (46)

these heats of combustion being taken at the temperature T 4. The
third quantity in parenthesis is the heat required to raise the tempera-
ture of the products of complete combustion from temperature T 1 to
temperature T 4 . Referring to the mixture (a) of products of complete
combustion

U, - Ui= n 1 ( u4- u 1)Co2 + n 2 (U4-Ul)H20 + (n+ n") (u 4 - U1)D

or

Up, - U , = nlAuco + -nAuHIO + (n'p + n")AUD (47)

Hence, finally

A (W) = HvT - ni (1 - x) H,ýco) - n 2 (1 - y) Hv(H2 )
- [niAUco, + n 2AUHO + (n' + n") AUD] (48)

The same expression applies to the Diesel cycle.

21. Mean Effective Pressure.-Having the work A(W) in B.t.u.,
the mean effective pressure of the ideal cycle is given by the equation

778 A(W)
m.e.p. = (49)

144 (V4 - 2) (49)

22. Otto Cycle with Insufficient Air.-When the air supplied is
insufficient for the complete combustion of the fuel certain modifica-
tions in the system of computation must be made.

With sufficient air the products at the end of adiabatic expansion
contain relatively little CO and H 2; therefore, the residual gas that is
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mixed with the incoming charge may be considered as composed of
CO2 , H 20, N2, and excess O. If the air supply is insufficient the residual
gas must contain in addition some CO and H 2 but no excess 02. In order
to get approximately the composition of the residual gas the following
procedure is adopted:

The gas is assumed to have the composition
CO2 = nix
CO = n (1 - x)
H 2O = n2y
H 2  = n (1-y)
N2  = n"

From the reaction equation may be found the values of nl, n2, n', and
one relation between x and y. As an example, take the combustion of
CsHis with a mols of 02, where a< 12.5. The reaction equation is

CsHis + aO2 + 3.78aN 2 = 8xCO2 + 8 (1 - x) CO + 9yH 20
+ 9 (1 - y) H 2 + 3.78aN 2

Comparing the number of atoms of oxygen on the two sides of the
equation,

2a = 16x + 8 (1 - x) + 9y
or a = 4(1 +x) + 4.5y (50)

To get a second equation between x and y, we make use of the fact that
the gas is in equilibrium during the expansion and therefore in the state
4 at the end of expansion. Equation (30) for the water-gas equilibrium
is therefore valid. A probable temperature T 4 is assumed and the con-
stant c in equation (30) is thus fixed. The solution of the two equations
gives values of x and y, and the composition of the residual gas is thus
determined.

Having the residual gas, the procedure is identical with that
already developed until the adiabatic expansion is reached. Here an
obstacle is encountered in the fact that n', the oxygen in the expanding
mixture, is vanishingly small, and equation (44) for the entropy of the
mixture contains the term n', logen'e. However, the difficulty is readily
overcome by eliminating n'e from the equation by means of the relation

x ne
Kp(co) 1 - x n'P

23. Sample Computation.-The procedure of computing the effi-
ciency and mean effective pressure of an ideal Otto cycle is shown in
Table I. The computation is for case No. 9, for which the following are
the data:
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TABLE 1

COMPUTATION FORM FOR OTTO CYCLE

Otto Cyc/e Expans/on to Suct/on Lo/u/me

/ Compress/ion Rat/ = -=S Heat Losses : No/7e
Fie/: C,74„ (fasO//7/P ##/M /<?i% fteOrY//c/ ovr-

2 Suct/onI P/ressure - Exust Pressure = /. 7 /. per sq. /. .

/,+2/4.+4;725, sC,, +9//+41 726/
Fue/ I/itaure, N/o/s I //'rture of Products, fo/s

(w/i/ no res/iua/ gas} (w/i/4 no res/dua/ gas)
3 C6,/, = /oo 7 C ,= 8.00
4 oo,=/.? I 8 Ha= 9.00
5 Al, = 47225 9 A =,-42-
6 n,/= , . 75 /O n -= . 65

iAo/a/ S/pec//c- ea/re / Euz'.o .s:
// ,C, ,) = 38.327 + 3.. 00r/O-
/2 7, (o,,A,1c•= 693 + aO x/O'r O+d/29,/O'-
/3 7? (CO,) = 7/ + J.9 x/9OT -O.6oX/OT'T
/4 7, (/i0} 8.33 - 0276,/O'T +0.,23/ "'T

37Xf//] = 38.327 +38.00/D'6"
(41 +/5fr//ZXi= 4/44.675+ aa0r/'T r+ 7./7,r/O-7'

, /ue /m/,tue)= //5][ = '7.446 +a 0.42SO 'T +O/80/ i/Og~'T

/8 17/Xf/3] = 5.2 + 32X/'T-X'- .S/ T
/9 IXf/4l/ = 7497- 2.44X/4/'rT+3807O-'rT
20 /9JL /AZ = 327. 44+ZS 0/Oa~'7T+£.706X'/O-67

2/ 7 (/prod'uc/)= //1/1+/20]= 7/53S+0.4469/O-'T 0. 7ZS/O•Tz

Assume 7 = 3740 and 7,=600
eean temperature of fue/ mixture = 560°c abs.
ean' temperature of products = 2/70°. abs.

22 7? (fue/} = [/7 for 5606 = 7834/
23 Y, (products) = I// for 2/70° = 8.466/

[23]¢ /3 = 1O =/.o8o 7

Comoputaton of /n/ita'/ Cond/tions

Let 7 = 63' 640 65O0 From F/i. 4:
7;= 638 O

5 -T = 4 29.66 29.22 28.77 , =/4.7 /. per sq. i.

d2 [Z25]-, E ./2) 28.68 Z8.2Z 2777 = Z8.28
27 - 7 = 3740-T7 31/0 3/00 3090 e

6]
28 T,- 7T = 7T-5 0 /i/ /2O /30 nA " 28 

=
2/48 mo/s

29 27/ (E9. 14) 30.5 2792 2669 resid/a' gas

Composition of Res/dua/ Gas, Mo/s Charge at End of SuctIon, /Vo/s

CO = 2.48 2•426 CH, = i/.00
CO 64.25 7 3/ CO, = 0.267

S= / 6 = .4 / Z //,0 = 0.301
6- - 33 N, = 48.8 30

4250 3 n,~ = 62.98
2./48
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
COMPUTATION FORM FOR OTTO CYCLE

The Ad'/abhat/ Compress/on

LZ e 7, = /170 /010 /090 6 = 38

0,.,0. ?34.S662 34.6/0 34.657 3/.96/
(ao, J 39.858 39.938 40.0/8 3S 724

4(c~) 44.206 44.267 44327 406888
36a 0r1,, Z94./6 294.88 295.60 258.95
37 (7+331+{34/j}dX ,, 2//9.68 ~/22.6/ 2/2549 /960./S
J3 /3//1AXw, /0.64 /?.66 /6.9 9.54
39 [32/x ',o /3.3/ /3.32 /3.34 /2.3/

Zn = ./'36+37/+/381+[391 2432 79 244/.47 2445/2 2240..9-
/ ~ (T,)Y -ZnP ), /96.84 200.52 2./7

(Eq. /7} 4.57/X/[35J /og,, 5= 200.96, wh/ch corresponds to /OS/.2
40 Take = /05/ "o1

4/ , / /4 = Z / 624 /h. per s. i7
77

42 8.47 atmospheres

_n, R 735/1/544x/40/43 =-4 = //44 5854 cu.
A ( 4/6 X/44

The Combust/on Process

Equ///'ih/t~7m /jY/ure :
CO = 8.67x 44 n, = 8.267
CO = 8.267 (/-x) 45 n = 9.30/
1z0 = 9.30/ 46 n" = 48.830

H, 9.30/1/-y) 47 n7 = 8.784
/ = 48.830 49 n, + n + n" = 6588/
0, = 8784-4/34x-4.65•y 49 , =66.398

43a n, = 75./S2- 4./34x-
4
'. 65y __

For 7 =/08/, H/, = /2/4/0, ,ý =/03370, H, = 2/5/700
n, H/, =/003695 n, H/ =96/445-

,4,c + n/7H, -Hm = -/86560

57e040 S060 0f60
50 Zuz, (/0/ to 7Te 24 648 24728 24808
5/ z u, 23 974 24 048 24 /22
52 uc,, 44 3/0 44433 44 57
53 ?u,',, 39 647 39 804 39 962

54 (n +n, +n"}au, = [4eJX/S / 6Z3 830 / 629 /05 /634 380
55 in•uZ = i[45/[5;/S //4 626 //4998 //5370
56 Jn, A = J744/X,071 305637 306629 307 62/
57 n,2 Au = [4.5[1//1 222 982 223 670 224 359
58 n, 4/, = 44/X52/ 366 3// 367 328 368 353
59 n, , a

= (45X/531/ 368 757 370 2/7 37/ 687

60 /n,,u-n,4uco,+n,H, 943020 942 995 94296Z
6/ (nc+n, +n ,,~!l/ +nA ,, -/665O 660 20S / 6662/5 /672/80
62 n4. +nAu,-n,•a,o+nu,4z 930 295 929895 929486

C =- , (Euati'on 24) /. 0/38 /0/42 / 0/46

' =~ (ELua//on 25/ 1.7547 / 799 /. 799/
L
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
COMPUTATION FORM FOR OTTO CYCLE

T7 5040 .5050 S060

c =/, (water gas) 78099 2783/7 78536
c(b-/ 6./294 6.20/9 6.2758

S3 cfb-/l)-a+b) 3.3299 3.3958 3.462/
64 [63$7  //. 082 /1.53/4 //.986/
65 Za(c-/) /3.8077 /38574 3.9073
66 zbxZa(c-)/ 49.2852 496624 5O04/2
67 f64/]+66] 60.3734 6/./935 6.0273
68 1//677 7700 7.8226 78756
69 [63]+/68] //. 0999 /. 2/84 //.3377

X0 x= 6- 08039 08096 0.8/52

/-x 0./96/ 0 /904 0 /848
ax .8/5 0. 82// 0.827/
y=o-ax 0.9697 09708 09720
ni 8.7842 8.7842 6.7842
,,' 3.323/ 33466 33698

y 4.5095 4.5/46 4.S02
nj,,=n-fx-y 095/6 09230 0894/
i/ogn /.98923 798260 /.7572
/ogx /.90520 /90827 /.9//26
/og(/-x) /.29248 .27967 7.2667

/o~ o g[35140] /.95224 /.95224 /.95224

7/ R(x/y)/o -/o/- ) n,/ 2£ 57573 2.59824 2.62/08
- /ogn7 +1/og

/og T /.65/2/ /.5/2/ /851/2
/og ,,,, 0.76693 0 75670 0.74650

72 L (T)= /og 7, + /og r,, 2.6/8/4 2.60834 2.59857

73 From Fi. 7S T = S03 F
x 5 = 0.8/13X,= O. 9//3
y, 0 97/2

74 From [43aJ, n, = 7./82 - 3.3S4- 4.5/6 = 673/2 mo/s
/747L/737x14/J =

S,4= =  
62Z.95/b. per 5s7. 1n.

The Expansion Process

Let 7, be 3740 F. K/ (wwaer, gas) = .0720

Let xe = 0972 0.974 0976 0978

cx 4.9300 4940/ 49503 4.9604
cx+(/-x) 4.9580 4966/ 49743 49824

cx(/-x = 09943 0.9948 0.9952 09956

n 6. 7842 .7842 8.7842 8.7842
nx 4.0/79 4.0262 40345 40427

,y 46239 4 6262 4 628/ 4.6299
njn,-Sx-y 0./424 0 /3/8 0 /2/6 ///6

//og n 7.57676 755996 764247 7.5383
/o0x /.98767 /.98956 798945 7.99034

/o/ -x) Z2447/6 24/497 2 3802/ 34242
1/og- '1~x$ 2.30/72 2.30/72 230/72 230/72

75S /?xy)=/o"x-/og'/-x)
+X /og' tr- /aog9 4.26547 4.3/535 4.36849 4 4258/
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

COMPUTATION FORM FOR OTTO CYCLE

4ssume 7 3730 3740 3750

i/oag T4 .785 z /.78643 /.787W0/
/og /A., 2.58/50 256279 .54W/8
L (T=•j/ogT+/og/Ceca 436735 4.34922 4.33/9

From Fig. 6, x= 0.9760 0.9753 09746
c=/, 4waftergas} 5 ..0S0/ £0720 ~.0938

cx 4.92S9 49467 4.9644

=c_ 0995/ 09950 .9949 = 553
/-x 004 0.0247 O. 0254 0./87
n,-x /94 02042 IOaa/0 /.A560/

H/a //92z4 //927.S 1//967 //1088

76 n, /- 63447 :.5/Z3 6.6789 3. 768/
T

01- a o.ooasao000 000s/ 0a.0Ze
, (/-y o.0456 a0.46S o.A4174 a.2679
Hp/a,) /07331 /1073Z7 /0732 /04978

77 1n, (/-y /.3/2/ /.3344 1.3566 S.S657

4N,.o) 4/..5037 4/.s2/4 4/.539/ 43.7
6,) Q.5.8829 2.9/45 2.9460 6.5383

./ 640958 654./25S8 64./1S9 6. 1144

78 n"#ce, ,,oJ=#,..4 46j 2026.6/74 2Z27.48/6 2028.34S9 2/33.9599
79 .n, 4~e-~3,,A,'/44 437.2094 437.4706 437 73/0 467.4 304
80 , o =# X,,AX[4 503./396 5es03.4/86 d3.6986 540.5/62

/og x 798945 7989/4 798883 ,909/8
8/ n, /ogx =44]/ogx -0087ZZ -0.087 0..9 -009235 -075085

/ogy 799787 /.99782 .99778 798722
82 n, /ogy = [ 45 /o -0.0/98/ -0.02027 -. 02065 -0.11803

/o9 V 0.69897 069897 0.69897 0.0
83 n, log V =[49/X /oa V 46.4/028 4641028 46.4/028
84 [86/ +[82-[831 -46./73/ -46.52033 -46.52328 -0.86888
85 4.57/X 84] - 2/2.6306 -2/2.6444 -2/2.6579 -397/6

S=[76]+f771+/77/ +f7i/+960 5•7 3/8 3/67.253 3/88.86/9 3/90.4689 3/88.2//9

86 S,-s -0.958/ +0.6500 +2.2570

From AF g. 7, T= 3736°' , x, = 9756, g = 0.995S

From /43a7, n = 7t/68-4.033-4.627 = 66.S2
n4,rx 7,-2]

p• = ['35]%7 = 9104 b.p r/ se 7n.

V/ *7,X/5, v_44'04 2970gZ cu. f.
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TABLE 1 (Concluded)

COMPUTATION FORM FOR OTTO CYCLE

s90 1r>, o = .267(/36ZO -4'37) = 265900
9/ nu,,= 9g.3/(Zg/30-4038) = 233380
92 n"u,,4 = 48.830 (20559-3/66)= 849 300

Work =1877-Z88]-r89/-[90j-[9/1 -/92 = 770790 9 .t..
Eff/ciency of the Cyc/e

H,,o,.) a S20° = 2/43000

= 2 /43 000

^aeon Effect/'e Pressure

V4-Vz =29 270 -6S,4' = z34/6
work X J

.e.p. = V ,- 1/ 4
77079-0 / 777.64

, 73/67/44 - /777777/b. perse. /i.

Fuel-octane (CH 18s)
Compression ratio-5
Air supplied-100 per cent of theoretical

In the progress of the computation values for certain thermal magni-
tudes are required, such as heats of combustion of CsH 1s, CO, and H 2
at various temperatures, the energies of the gas constituents at various
temperatures, the equilibrium constants K, for the CO, H2 and the water-
gas equilibria, and the entropy function 4. Tables of these various mag-
nitudes have been computed. Some of these tables are given in Appendix
IV of Bulletin No. 139.

(a) The Initial Mixture

The chemical equation which represents the combustion process is

CsH1 s + 12.502 + 47.25 N 2 = 8C0 2 + 9 H20 + 47.25 N 2

The nitrogen does not enter into the reaction but since the 02 is obtained
from the air the nitrogen must necessarily be considered. The ratio of
nitrogen to oxygen in air is 3.78.

From the chemical equation the fuel mixture and the products
mixture are obtained (Items 3 to 10). The amount of residual gas left
in the cylinder is not considered at this time. From the mol specific
heat equations for each of the constituents the mol specific heat equation
of the fuel mixture (Item 17) and that of the products (Item 21) may be
calculated.
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AssumIed I'/a/es of "T
FIG. 4. COMPUTATION OF INITIAL CONDITIONS

It is now necessary to assume a temperature for the gases which
are in the cylinder at the beginning of exhaust. If the end temperature
found later does not agree closely with this assumption the calculations
must be repeated. The temperature of the mixture of fuel and residual
gas will be in the neighborhood of 600 deg. F. (abs.). If T 4 is taken as
3740 deg. (abs.) the mean temperature of the products is 2170 deg. F.
The fuel enters the engine at 520 deg. F.; hence the mean temperature
of the fuel mixture is 560 deg. F. The ratio # of the specific heat of the
products to that of the fuel is 1.0807 (Item 24).

With the assumed value of T 4, equations (12) and (14) are evaluated
(Items 25 to 29). Items 26 and 29 are plotted against various values of
T 1 (Fig. 4); it is found that T 1 is 638 deg. F. and that the amount of
residual gas is equal to 2.148 mols. The pressure is taken as 14.7 lb.
per sq. in.

The residual gas being divided into its constituents and these added
to the theoretical fuel mixture the fuel mixture actually in the cylinder
at the beginning of compression is obtained (Items 30 to 35).

(b) The Adiabatic Compression

T i being known and various values being assumed for T 2, a value
of T 2 may be found for which equation (17) is satisfied. These computa-
tions are made in Items 36 to40 and it is found that T2is 1081 deg. F. From
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F ss. 5. C UTATIN O/e of NT
FIc. 5. COMPUTATION OF IGNITION CONDITIONS

the equation P2 = plr - the value P2 = 124.5 lb. per sq. in. or 8.47

atmospheres is determined.
The clearance volume may also be obtained at this point from the

n2 RT2
equation V =n 2 T2. It is found to be 5854 cu. ft. (Item 43).

P2

(c) Adiabatic Combustion at Constant Volume

The system of computation has been indicated in Section 17. Items
44 to 49 give the values of the various ns that enter into the computation.
The first step is the determination of the constants a and b in the energy
equation (23). From a rough preliminary calculation the value of T3
is known to lie in the neighborhood of 5050 deg. Hence values 5040,
5050, 5060 are assumed. Items 50-53 give the various Aus (obtained
from the tables); then Items 54-62 show the steps in getting the various
terms in equations (24) and (25). Values of c, the water-gas equilibrium
constant, are found in the tables, and Items 63-70 show the computa-
tion of x and y for each of the assumed values of T 3, by making use of
equation (31). Sufficient data are now at hand for the satisfaction of
equation (29). Values of R (x, y) are found (Item 71), likewise values
of L(T) (Item 72). These values are plotted against the corresponding
values of Ts, Fig. 5, and T 3 is found to be 5053 deg. The corresponding
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37,30 3749 .?W
/-ssumea v14/ucyes or x, Assumed Val//es of 7g

FIG. 6. COMPUTATION FOR X AT END FIG. 7. COMPUTATION OF END CON-
OF EXPANSION DITIONS

values of x and y are plotted on the same figure, and from these curves
the values x = 0.8113 and y = 0.9712 are found.

(d) The Adiabatic Expansion

A final temperature T 4 is assumed and the values of R (x, y) (Equa-
tion 29) are calculated for various values of x. These values are plotted
against x (Fig. 6). The expression L (T), equation (29) is then evaluated
for various assumed temperatures. Then from Fig. 6 we find the x
corresponding to the assumed temperature. The error thus introduced
by assuming one temperature for the R(x, y) function is small because
the function varies only slightly with changing temperature.

With the assumed T 4 and the corresponding values of x and y
equation (44) is evaluated (Items 76 to 86). The difference in entropy
between the beginning and end of expansion is plotted in Fig. 7. For
adiabatic expansion this should be zero, and the zero on the curve
gives the T 4 sought. Values of x and y are likewise plotted in Fig. 7,
whereby x4 and y4 corresponding to T 4 are found.

(e) Efficiency and Mean Effective Pressure

The conditions at points 1 and 4 of the cycle being known it is
possible to calculate the work done. Equation (48) is evaluated in

J I J J
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FIG. 8. VARIATION OF EFFICIENCY WITH COMPRESSION RATIO AND WITH

MIXTURE STRENGTH FOR OTTO CYCLE

Items 87 to 92. The work delivered by the ideal cycle per mol of fuel
is found to be 770 790 B.t.u.

As a basis for all the efficiencies in this work the heat of combustion
of the fuel at 520 deg. F. abs., an average room temperature, was taken.
The heat of combustion of C8His at constant pressure at 520 deg. F.
is 2 143 000. The efficiency of the ideal cycle is, therefore,

770 790 - 2 143 000 = 0.3597, or 35.97 per cent. From equation
(49) the mean effective pressure is found to be 177.77 lb. per sq. in.

IV. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

24. Otto Cycle. Efficiency and M.E.P.-The system of calculation
explained in the preceding section was applied to the ideal Otto cycle

7/

7
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FIG. 9. VARIATION OF M.E.P. WITH COMPRESSION RATIO AND WITH
MIXTURE STRENGTH FOR OTTO CYCLE

Comp/ress/io Ra/o/b Per Cen, Theore/ic/ Air
FIG. 10. EFFECT OF COMPRESSION RATIO AND MIXTURE STRENGTH UPON

OTTO CYCLE EFFICIENCY USING VARIOUS FUELS
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Compress/lol RaA/o Per Ce/7-' T/eofre//c4'/ A4/i
FIG. 11. EFFECT OF COMPRESSION RATIO AND MIXTURE STRENGTH UPON

EFFICIENCY OF DIESEL CYCLE

with varying initial conditions. Four compression ratios were taken:
namely, 3.5, 5, 6.5, 8. For each of these six different mixing ratios were
assumed-75, 90, 100, 110, 125, and 150 per cent of theoretical air.

The results of the calculations are given in Table 2. Figure 8
shows the variation of efficiency with the compression ratio and with
the mixture strength. It is instructive to compare these results with the
air standard efficiencies, which are as follows:

Compression ratio r 3.5 5.0 6.5 8.0
Efficiency (per cent) 39.41 47.47 52.70 56.47
In Fig. 9 is shown the variation of the mean effective pressure with

the compression ratio and with the mixture strength.

25. Efficiency with Various Fuels.-In the computations of Table 2,
octane (CsH18) was taken as the fuel. This is considered a fair equiva-
lent of gasoline. To determine the effect of the fuel on the efficiency,
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the results given in Tables 3 and 4 were calculated with benzene as the
fuel. Also one calculation was made with C12H26 which is assumed to
represent kerosene. Table 5 gives a comparison of the efficiencies of
the three fuels with 100 per cent of theoretical air and a compression
ratio r = 5. The effect of a change of fuel is shown graphically in Fig. 10.

26. Eficiency of Ideal Diesel Cycle.-The results of the computation
for the Diesel cycle are given in Table 6, and are shown graphically in
Figs. 11 and 12.

27. Temperatures and Pressures.-The values of the temperature
T3 at the end of the combustion process are shown in Fig. 13; also the
values of the maximum pressures ps. It will be observed that the maxi-
mum points for all the curves occur with a mixture strength correspond-
ing to less than 100 per cent of theoretical air.

In Fig. 14 is shown a corresponding plot of the temperatures T 4
at the end of the adiabatic expansion. The value of T 4 falls rapidly as
the amount of air is increased; and for the same air supply, T 4 is lower
the higher the compression ratio.

A study of the values of p4 given in Table 2 discloses the fact that
for the same mixture the value of p4 is nearly the same for all com-
pression ratios. The deviations from a mean value are small and
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Per Cenf of TheoreF/cAO / A/i-
FIa. 13. CONDITIONS AT END OF COMBUSTION

irregular and may doubtless be ascribed to slight errors in the com-
putations. The values of p4 are plotted in curves b of Fig. 14.
It is seen that p4 has its maximum value at 100 per cent theoretical air
and steadily drops as the air supply is increased.

28. Unburned Gases at End of Expansion.-The amount of H 2 and
CO remaining unburned at the end of the adiabatic expansion may be
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seen from the columns headed x 4 and y4 in Table 2. When the percentage
of air is less than 100 there is considerable unburned H2 and CO, as would
be expected. With 100 per cent air the figures are as follows:

Compression ratio... 3.5 5 6.5 8
Unburned H 2 . . . . . . .0.0088 0.0050 0.0031 0.0020
Unburned CO ..... 0.0473 0.0264 0.0142 00.0082

The amount of unburned H 2 is inappreciable; the amount of unburned
CO is, however, appreciable at the lower compression ratios. With 10
per cent or more excess air the amounts of unburned gases are small at
all compression ratios.

29. Discussion of Results.-An inspection of the results given in
Tables 2 and 6 verifies certain conclusions that are already well estab-
lished:

(1) The efficiency increases with the compression ratio r, that is,
the higher the compression the higher the efficiency, other conditions
remaining the same.

(2) For the same compression, the efficiency increases with the
amount of air used. A lean mixture gives a higher efficiency than a
rich mixture.

(3) The mean effective pressure, and therefore the power, is a maxi-
mum when the air supply is somewhat less than 100 per cent of the
theoretical amount (Fig. 9). Thus the mixture for maximum power is a
mixture of relatively low efficiency.

(4) The ideal efficiencies obtained from the various liquid fuels are
practically the same. The small differences in the calculated values are
without significance in the light of the probable inaccuracies of the
assumed specific heats and heats of combustion of these fuels. The
conclusion of Tizard and Pye that the ideal efficiency of the motor is
independent of the kind of liquid fuel used is verified.

(5) The efficiencies of the Diesel cycle, as a group, range higher
than the efficiencies of the Otto cycle. However, a comparison of the
two efficiencies at the same compression ratio (r = 8) shows that the
Otto cycle is inherently more efficient than the Diesel cycle. The super-
ior efficiency of the Diesel cycle is due to the high compression ratio
that is permitted by the system of operation.

The reason for the increase of the efficiency with the compression
ratio and with the amount of air supplied should receive some attention.
According to equation (1), Section 11, the work of the cycle is given
by the difference U1 - U4. In the case of the Diesel cycle the sub-
tractive term is also U4, equation (8). Now U4 is the energy of the
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mixture in the final state 4 at the opening of the exhaust; and this
energy is made up of two parts: the chemical energy of the unburned CO
and H2, and the thermal energy of the mixture of the products at the
temperature T 4. With 100 per cent or more air the amount of unburned
CO and H, is small and the chemical energy in the mixture is corres-
pondingly small. Therefore, the energy U 4 will depend principally on
the temperature T 4. Any conditions that will result in a decrease of T 4
will likewise cause a reduction in U 4 and consequently an increase in
efficiency. Consider now the effect of compression alone. With 100
per cent air, Fig. 13 shows that the increase of r from 3.5 to 8 causes T3
to rise from 4980 to 5150 deg. F., or about 170 deg. But during the
adiabatic expansion 3-4, the 3.5-fold expansion gives a drop of tempera-
ture from 4980 to 3980 deg. F., or 1000 deg., while the 8-fold expansion
gives a drop from 5150 to 3405 deg. F., or 1745 deg. That is, while T3
is higher for the high compression, T 4 is much lower, as shown in Fig. 14.
The improved efficiency found with higher compression is due not to
any effect of compression on combustion but solely to the more com-
plete conversion of the energy of the products into work as the result of
the more complete expansion.

Evidently, if the expansion could be made still more complete
by some new arrangement of the cycle, the efficiency would be still
futher increased. The possibility of such an arrangement is discussed
in Chapter VI of this bulletin.

The effect of increasing the air supply is seen in Figs. 13 and 14.
With a greater supply of air the heat of combustion per unit weight of
fuel (mol or pound) is required to raise the temperature of a larger
weight of gas. Therefore, T 3 will be lower the more air supplied (Fig. 13).
Consequently, T 4 and U 4 will be correspondingly decreased, and the
efficiency will be increased.

V. EFFICIENCY STANDARDS

30. Discussion of Engine Eficiencies.-The efficiency of a heat
engine is, in the first instance, defined as the ratio of the useful work
obtained to the heat supplied. This ratio gives the low efficiency of
10 to 25 per cent in the case of the steam engine, and 20 to 40 per cent
in that of the internal combustion engine. It is now customary to use
as a basis for efficiencies not the total heat energy supplied, but only the
available part of such heat energy. The unavailable part, the part that
must inevitably be wasted in accordance with the second law of thermo-
dynamics, is not charged to the engine. This second efficiency may be
found from a comparison of two efficiencies of the first class. Thus
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let ~1a = actual efficiency of engine based on heat supplied
wi = efficiency of an ideal engine operating under the same

conditions but without losses of any kind.
Then the efficiency of the engine based on available energy is

ra = (51)
77i

The efficiency -qa is readily determined from the power and fuel
consumption of the engine. In the case of the steam engine or turbine,
the efficiency qw of the ideal engine is also readily determined. The
Rankine cycle is assumed and by the aid of a Mollier chart the ideal work
is easily found.

In the case of the internal combustion engine the correct determi-
nation of 7i presents certain difficulties. If the air standard is used, the
computation is easy, for 7r is given by the simple formula

1i = 1 -- (52)

with n = 0.4. The results are worthless, however, for the value of 7i

for the air standard may be 30 per cent in excess of the true value. In
order to get a true measure of 77 the following phenomena must be
taken into account:

(1) The varying composition of the mixture during the phases of
the cycle.

(2) The specific heats of the various gas mixtures.

(3) The dissociation of the products of combustion at high tem-
peratures.

The calculation of r7 with a proper consideration of these phenomena
is a laborious process, but the result is a value that gives a true indication
of the extreme limit to which the efficiency of the actual engine may
approach.

The values of 1q, in Tables 2 to 6 are thus calculated. The accuracy
of these values is limited only by the accuracy of the thermal data used
in the computations.

31. Empirical Formulas.-The air standard formula for the effici-
ency qi is given in equation (52). The same type of equation may be
used to express the correct value of ni as given in Table 2; but n instead
of being a constant 0.4 will be a variable, and a function of the com-
pression ratio and the air supply. Taking the values of 7i in Table 2,
the corresponding values of n calculated from the preceding equation
are those given in Table 7. Let a denote the per cent of theoretical air;
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TABLE 7

VALUES OF EXPONENT n

Compression Ratio n

Per Cent Air Supplied- 100 110 125 150

3.5........ 0.2723 0.2874 0.3022 0.3189

5 ........ 0.2770 0.2916 0.3055 0.3214

6.5........ 0.2802 0.2942 0.3075 0.3232

8 ........ 0.2815 0.2964 0.3087 0.3248

thus a = 100, 110, 125, 150. Then the following empirical formula gives
quite accurately the values of n in Table 7.

6.5 0.043
n = 0.3867 - (53)

a - 35 r

This formula applies for 100 per cent or more of the theoretical air.
If the air supply is insufficient for complete combustion, the following
formula gives a fair approximation:

24.6
n = 0.524 - (54)

a

Tizard and Pye* suggest the following formula for the ideal
efficiency:

S1 (1 0.295

r

The value n = 0.295 is substantiated by Table 7 for an excess of air of
from 10 to 25 per cent. The values for 150 per cent air are of theoretical
interest only, as such an excess of air would probably give a non-explosive
mixture.

A graphical comparison of calculated values of the efficiency wi
with the corresponding air-standard values is shown in Fig. 15. The
large error of the air standard is quite evident.

For the ideal efficiency of the Diesel cycle, equation (52) may also
be used with values of n given by the following empirical equation:

19.5 0.7 (55)
n = 0.434- (55)

a - r r

*The Automobile Engineer, Feb., 1921.
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Compress/on /2 Ra/

FIG. 15. RELATION BETWEEN THE IDEAL STANDARD EFFICIENCY
AND AIR STANDARD

32. Conclusion.-As stated in the Introduction, the principal
object of this investigation was the determination of a set of accurate
values for the ideal efficiencies of the Otto and Diesel cycles, in order
that such values may replace the usual air standard. This object is
accomplished in the establishment of equations (52) to (55). While
these equations apply specially to octane (CsHis), they may be used with
small error for any ordinary liquid fuel. In general, the error should
not exceed 2 or 3 per cent.

VI. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF A MORE

COMPLETE EXPANSION CYCLE

By ALBERT E. HERSHEY

33. Introduction.-The fact that the thermal efficiency of an in-
ternal combustion engine may be improved by increasing the com-
pression is so well established, both by theoretical analysis and ex-
perimental investigation, that it may be accepted as one of the basic
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principles of internal combustion engine design. However, it is also
well known that several practical considerations establish an upper
limiting value for the compression; the limit at the present time for
automotive engines is the compression which corresponds to a com-
pression ratio of about 5:1.

It is the purpose of this investigation to show, by means of the
method of theoretical analysis developed previously in this bulletin,
that in a more complete expansion cycle some of the advantages of high
compression may be realized without the usual accompanying dis-
advantages. A more complete expansion cycle will be understood to be
one in which the ratio of expansion of the products of combustion
exceeds the ratio of compression of the combustible mixture. The
theoretical thermal efficiency and indicated mean effective pressure of a
more complete expansion engine and of an engine operating on a stand-
ard Otto cycle have been calculated. This has been done at both full
and part loads under identical operating conditions for each engine, and
from the results of the calculations the relative performance of each
has been estimated.

In the discussion of the influence of increased compression on
efficiency, p. 49, it was pointed out that this influence was somewhat
indirect, being largely due to the direct effects of the accompanying
increased expansion. Furthermore, most of the bad effects of high
compression, such as detonation, over-heating, etc., are the direct results
of high compression pressure on combustion. It would seem quite
reasonable, therefore, to expect a more complete expansion cycle to have
the same efficiency as a regular Otto cycle with higher compression and
at the same time to be free from the latter's combustion difficulties.

34. The Engine.-More complete expansion engines may, in gen-
eral, be divided into two classes, depending on the method employed in
obtaining the increased expansion ratio. In the one class compound
expansion is used, the gases after partial expansion in one cylinder being
transferred to a second cylinder where the final expansion occurs; in
the other class a variable stroke is used, the piston traveling through a
greater distance on the expansion stroke than on the compression stroke.
Although the more complete expansion engine considered here belongs
strictly to neither of these groups, it is more nearly similar in its method
of operation to the variable stroke engine since expansion is com-
pleted in a single cylinder and its expansion ratio is greater than its effec-
tive compression ratio.

In the development of a variable stroke engine the realization of
either one or both of two objects is attempted: first, more complete
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FIG. 16. INDICATOR DIAGRAMS FROM CALCULATED PRESSURES

expansion of the products of combustion, and second, more complete
scavenging of these products during the exhaust stroke. In the engine
investigated only -the first aim, that of more complete expansion, is
realized; but this is accomplished without the use of complicated
linkage between the piston and the crank. The engine is unique in this
respect, for the inherent defect in practically all variable stroke engines
is the mechanical complication necessary to produce the variation in
stroke. The closing of the inlet valve before the piston has completed
the induction stroke is the simple expedient whereby the desired result
is achieved. Effective compression, starting when the piston has
reached this point on the return stroke, occurs during a portion of the
total piston travel only, while expansion continues throughout the
entire stroke.

For the purpose of showing more clearly the difference between
the operation of this more complete expansion engine and that of a
conventional engine, the indicator diagrams in Figs. 16 and 17 were
plotted from calculated pressures and those in Fig. 18 traced from actual
diagrams taken from such a more complete expansion engine. Figure 16
contains complete full load diagrams for both engines and the effect of
the early closing of the inlet valve in the more complete expansion
engine is at once apparent. The same thing is shown to better advantage
in Fig. 17 where the lower part of full and half load diagrams for both
engines are plotted on an enlarged scale. That these theoretical dia-
grams are substantially correct is evident from the diagrams in Fig. 18,
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which are tracings of diagrams taken from a 10 by 20 inch more com-
plete expansion engine.*

Thus it may be seen that gas is drawn into the cylinder during only
a part of the induction stroke. When the inlet valve has closed this gas
is expanded to some pressure lower than the induction pressure during
the completion of the induction stroke. On the return stroke the gas is
compressed until the induction pressure is again reached; at this time the
piston will have returned to the point of inlet valve closure. This ex-
pansion and compression occurs under such conditions that, without
sensible error, each may be regarded as adiabatic. The work done by the
gas in expanding is, therefore, practically the same as that done on the
gas in compressing it up to the induction pressure and hence this part
of the cycle may be disregarded entirely. Compression continues to the
end of the stroke, the final pressure depending upon the relation between
the clearance volume and the cylinder volume at the time of inlet valve
closure.

The remainder of the cycle is the same as the regular Otto cycle,
combustion taking place at constant volume and expansion continu-
ing throughout the entire piston travel. In an engine operating on such a

*Sargent, C. E., "The Complete Expansion Engine," Trans. A. S. M. E., vol. 22, 1901, p. 312.
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more complete expansion cycle the ratio of expansion may be made
considerably greater than the ratio of compression, resulting in a
release pressure and temperature which should be proportionally lower
than those of a standard engine with the same compression ratio.

Two modifications of this more complete expansion engine have
been considered in the investigation. In the first type the power output
is controlled by changing the point at which the inlet valve closes, so
that, since the valve is open a relatively shorter time, a smaller charge
of mixture is drawn into the cylinder at light loads than at heavy loads.
In the second type the point of cutoff is fixed, the power output being
controlled by a throttling valve in the usual manner. The two types will
be referred to as the variable-cutoff and throttle-controlled engines,
respectively. The indicator diagrams in Fig. 18 were taken from a
variable cutoff engine in which the point of inlet valve closure was
controlled by a governor. The shifting of this point of closure at different
loads and the corresponding effect on the power output is shown very
well by the right-hand diagram in this figure.

35. Procedure.-It was necessary to fix standard operating con-
ditions for all three engines as the first step in determining their effi-
ciencies and mean effective pressures. The full load effective compres-
sion ratio was taken as 5 to 1 in every case, and the point of maximum
cutoff for the more complete expansion engines was fixed at 65 per cent
of the stroke. With the exception of inlet valve closure in the more
complete expansion engines all valve operation was assumed to be
instantaneous and at the end of the stroke. Complete combustion at
constant volume of a mixture of gasoline vapor with the theoretical
amount of air was also assumed, the chemical formula for the gasoline
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being taken as CsHis,* and the initial temperature of the mixture being
chosen as 559.6 deg. F. (abs.) At full load the induction pressure for all three
engines was assumed to be 13 lb. per sq. in. At part loads the induction
pressure for the variable-cutoff engine was also 13 lb. per sq. in. while
the point of inlet valve closure was taken at 50 per cent, 35 per cent, and
20 per cent, respectively, of the induction stroke. Corresponding to
these three load conditions the induction pressures of the throttling
engines were taken to be 10, 7, and 5 lb. per sq. in., respectively.t

Since the temperature of the exhaust gases remaining in the clear-
ance volume at the end of the exhaust stroke will be different for each
engine and load, it was necessary to assume a reasonable temperature
from which preliminary calculations were made to determine the
corresponding exhaust temperature at release; with this temperature
as a basis, a second approximation for the residual exhaust gas tem-
perature was made, and from this the final results were calculated.
Variations in this temperature of as much as 100 deg. affect the final
results but little so that this method of procedure was found to be
entirely satisfactory. A simplifying assumption was made in dealing
with the mixing of the incoming charge and the residual exhaust gas,
namely, that the complete charge at the assumed initial temperature
and pressure was taken into the cylinder before any mixing with the
residual exhaust gas began. This simplifies the calculation to a marked
degree and introduces errors of inappreciable magnitude.

All heat loss was assumed to take place during combustion and
expansion, the total loss being taken as 35 per cent of the available heat
in every instance-10 per cent during combustion and 25 per cent
during expansion. Pumping losses were obtained from the theoretical
indicator diagrams without considering a diagram factor. These dia-
grams were plotted from the calculated pressures and the pumping
losses calculated from the area of the cards lying below the assumed back
pressure line at 15.7 lb. per sq. in.

36. Results.-The calculated results which are of most importance
for such a comparison as that undertaken here, are the compression
pressure, the release pressure and temperature, the indicated thermal
efficiency, and the indicated mean effective pressure. These items for
each of the three engines at different loads are arranged in Table 8 and
are represented graphically in Figs. 19 to 23.

In Fig. 19 are curves showing the variation of the compression
ratio and compression pressure with changes in load. The compression

*Wilson and Barnard, Jour. S. A. E., Vol. 9, 1921, p. 313.
tRosecrans, C. Z., Automotive Industries, vol. 53, 1925, p. 1053.
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FIG. 19. VARIATION OF COMPRESSION RATIO AND COMPRESSION

PRESSURE WITH CHANGES IN LOAD

ratio for each of the throttling engines is the same at all loads, being
5 to 1. Since the cylinder volume at the beginning of compression in the
variable-cutoff engine is different for each load, the compression ratio,
which is 5 to 1 at full load, was found to decrease to 2.23 to 1 at about
one-third load. At full load the compression pressure found for each of
the three engines is the same; and while this pressure was also found to
decrease uniformly with the load in every case, the drop in pressure
found for the variable-cutoff engine is slightly greater than that found
for the throttling engines. The lower compression pressure found at
part loads for the former is due to starting the effective compression so
late in the stroke. In the case of the throttle-controlled engines it is
due to throttling the incoming charge at light loads.
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The effects of the greater expansion of the more complete expan-
sion engines on release pressures and temperatures are evident from the
curves in Fig. 20. Thus the release pressure of both the throttle-con-
trolled and the variable-cutoff more complete expansion engines was
found to be below the assumed back pressure of 15.7 lb. per sq. in. at all
loads below 45 per cent of full load; while the release pressure of the
standard engine was always higher than this back pressure. What is of
greater significance, however, is that the release temperature of the more
complete expansion engines was found to be considerably lower than that
of the standard engine under corresponding load conditions, this differ-
ence being 260 deg. F. at full load and increasing to 470 deg. F. at one-
third load.
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Per Cent of /u// Loa'd
FIG. 21. VARIATION OF INDICATED THERMAL EFFICIENCY

WITH CHANGES IN LOAD

The lower release temperatures found for the more complete ex-
pansion engines are the direct result of converting more of the internal
energy of the products of combustion into useful work. The gain in
indicated efficiency as shown by the curves in Fig. 21, is also a result of
this more complete conversion of energy. Thus the throttle-controlled
more complete expansion engine was found to show a fairly constant
improvement in efficiency over the standard engine at all loads, the
percentage of gain being 18.5 per cent at full load and 24.5 per cent at
about one-third load. The advantage of the variable-cutoff engine, in
this respect, was found to increase as the load decreased. The calcu-
lated efficiency of the variable-cutoff engine is 33.3 per cent at full load
and 38.7 per cent at one-third load, these figures representing increases
of 18.5 and 50 per cent, respectively, over the calculated efficiencies of
the conventional engine. The explanation of the somewhat unusual
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condition of an engine operating with higher efficiency at part load than
that realized at full load is found when the variation of the pumping
loss with changes in load is investigated. The calculated values of this
loss for each of the three engines are plotted in Fig. 22. From these
curves it is evident that the pumping loss found for the variable cutoff
engine is practically constant for all loads above 50 per cent full load.
In fact, for this engine the pumping loss was found to increase only when
the release pressure fell below the exhaust back pressure and there was a
negative loop at the toe of the indicator diagram. On the other hand,
the pumping losses of both the throttling engines were found to increase
rapidly as the load fell off, due, of course, to the throttling of the incom-
ing charge at part loads.

From a consideration of the calculated mean effective pressures of
the three engines it seems evident that the gain in thermal efficiency,
which was found as one of the results of more complete expansion, is
accompanied by a decrease in mean effective pressure. The curves in
Fig. 23 represent these calculated results graphically, and from them it
is apparent that the mean effective pressures found for the more com-
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plete expansion engine are about the same with either type of control.
At full load the value found for this engine was 26.8 Ib. per sq. in. below
that found for the standard engine and at one-third load this difference
was found to be 7.8 Ib. per sq. in. From the calculated mean effective
pressures may be estimated the relative displacements of a more com-
plete expansion engine and a standard engine, each of which would
develop the same power . Thus, since the standard engine was found to
have calculated mean effective pressures which are about 30 per cent
higher at all loads than those found for the more complete expansion
engines, the latter, in order to develop the same torque, would require
at least 30 per cent greater displacement than the former. As a con-
crete example, suppose the standard engine to be a six cylinder auto-
mobile engine with a bore of 3 inches and a stroke of 5 inches, the dis-
placement of such an engine being 288.6 cu. in. Then a more complete
expansion engine of either type having maximum cutoff at 65 per cent
of the stroke and developing the same power as this standard engine
would have, on the basis of these calculated mean effective pressures,
a displacement of 377.3 cu. in. Assuming a weight of 2.43 Ib. per cu. in.
of displacement,* the respective weights of two engines with these
displacements would be 701 and 917 pounds.

*Average of a number of commercial automotive engines of similar dimension.
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Without doubt the calculated results, which have here been sum-
marized, represent the maximum values that can be expected, and in
some instances they are probably in excess of those realizable in actual
engines. Nevertheless, since every effort has been made to keep the
procedure uniform for all engines considered, the results may be taken
as a fairly reliable basis of comparison for estimating the relative
efficiency and performance of the more complete expansion engines.

37. Discussion of Results.-It may be well to emphasize by repeti-
tion that this investigation is purely theoretical, the only purpose being
to determine whether or not the more complete expansion cycle possesses
sufficient inherent advantages to warrant experimental investigation.
Thus indicated efficiencies and mean effective pressures have been cal-
culated with no attempt at estimating mechanical losses. These, it was
felt, could be properly determined only by actual tests, and for the
present, at least, interest is confined to a consideration of the advis-
ability of such tests. Some mechanical complication would be involved
in changing the point of inlet valve closure; the extent and disadvantages
of such complication as well as its influence on the mechanical losses can
likewise only be determined experimentally. Hence, these and other
similar questions are allowed to remain unanswered for want of accurate
information.

There is available, however, some experimental data from an
engine operating on the more complete expansion cycle under con-
sideration. This is a 10 by 20 inch, two cylinder, double acting, tandem
engine which was built and operated a number of years ago.* The in-
dicator diagrams in Fig. 18, as well as the results tabulated in Table 9,
are from tests which were made on the engine shortly after it was con-
structed. While the tests were not as complete as could be desired,
since all loads are so nearly the same that no conclusions as to the vari-
ation of the thermal efficiency with changes in load may be reached,
there is reasonably close agreement between the full load test efficiencies,
whose average value is 34.1 per cent, and the calculated efficiency of
33.3 per cent obtained in the theoretical analysis. Such agreement be-
tween experimental and theoretical results offers good evidence in favor
of the validity of the methods employed and justification of the assump-
tions made in arriving at the calculated results.

The possibility of the indicated thermal efficiency of an internal
combustion engine increasing as the load decreases is by no means re-
mote, this being one of the outstanding characteristics of the Diesel
engine. In Fig. 24 are curves showing the variation of indicated thermal

*Sargent, C. E., "The Complete Expansion Engine," A. S. M. E. Trans. Vol. 22, 1901, p. 312.
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TABLE 9

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH MORE COMPLETE EXPANSION ENGINE

Gas Consumed Heating Value Available Heat Indicated

I. H. P. cu. ft. per B.t.u. B.t.u. Thermal
I.H.P.-hr. per cu. ft. per I.H.P.-hr. Efficenc

per cent

69.5............ 8.49 877.26 7450 34.1

68.6 ........... 8.66 895.00 7750 32.8

65.8 ........... 8.27 895.00 7400 34.4

64.8........... 8.79 844.85 7430 34.2

62.3 ........... 9.12 774.58 7060 36.0

efficiency with load for two Diesel enginest. Each of these curves is very
similar to the efficiency'-load curve found for the cutoff controlled
more complete expansion engine. That such similarity is to be ex-
pected follows from the fact that both the Diesel engine and the variable
cutoff engine are controlled by varying the quantity of fuel without
throttling the incoming charge.

The two factors, usually considered in comparing internal combus-
tion engine performance, are thermal efficiency, or power developed per
unit of available heat energy, and mean effective pressure, or power
developed per unit of engine displacement. Since these two factors
depend upon principles of design that are more or less antithetic, it is
difficult if not impossible to design an engine in which both thermal
efficiency and mean effective pressure attain maximum values. The
nature of the service expected from the engine must determine whether
fuel economy or bulk economy shall have preponderate consideration.
By comparing a more complete expansion engine with a conventional
engine, calculated values of these two factors being taken as a basis of
comparison, it should be possible to form a fairly accurate estimate of the
type of service in which the former could be used to better advantage
than the latter.

38. Conclusion.-From the results of this analysis it would seem
quite reasonable to expect a more complete expansion engine with
throttle control to show a higher thermal efficiency and greater fuel
economy than a similar engine operating on the standard Otto cycle.
If advantage is taken of the further improvement in efficiency due to
varying the point of cutoff, constant efficiency at all loads, or, possibly,
higher efficiency at part load than at full load may be obtained. In order,

tLucke, C. E., "Large Oil Engines," A.S.M.E. vol. 46, p. 1052
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however, to have an equal power output from both engines the more
complete expansion engine would require a somewhat greater dis-
placement, the increase in displacement depending on the point of
maximum cutoff.

For stationary or marine engines such an increase in displacement
with its attendant increase in weight would not entail any great dis-
advantage other than the consequent increase in first cost, and this
would probably be compensated for by the lower operating cost due to
better fuel economy. In this respect, however, the requirements of
automotive transportation are quite different. While an improvement
in fuel economy which is greater at part load than at full load is highly
desirable, since engines in this service operate at loads above 50 per cent
of their maximum such a small part of the time, the lower torque, or
increased engine size for the same torque, as compared with the standard
engine is a decided disadvantage in so far as present requirements and
tendencies are considered. It would, of course, be possible to fix the point
of maximum cutoff of a variable cutoff more complete expansion engine
at the same point at which the inlet valve in the standard engine closes,
i.e., 30 to 60 degrees after lower dead center. With this arrangement
the full load, or maximum cutoff, efficiency and mean effective pressure
of the more complete expansion engine would be about the same as
those of a standard engine of equal size, while the part load character-
istics would be similar to those found for the variable cutoff engine
considered in this investigation. An engine which thus combines the
full load torque of the standard engine with the part load efficiencies of
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the more complete expansion engine would certainly offer possibilities
in the automotive field particularly for taxi, bus, and truck service
The demands of the aeroplane place such great emphasis on light weight
that the more complete expansion engine can scarcely be considered
in this connection. Furthermore, the aeroplane engine operates so con-
tinuously at nearly full load that the advantage of high efficiency
at part load, the outstanding characteristic of the variable cutoff more
complete expansion engine, would be of little or no consequence.
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